
1. Consider William Smith's early life. What disadvantages did he have to overcome?

2. What was 19th-century England like? What discoveries and cultural changes were taking place?

3. Explain the importance of the date of 4004 B.C.. Why was this date so important to Smith and his work?

4. How did Smith first find patterns in the fossils? What did the strata tell about how the earth's layers are arranged? How did Smith test his theories and what was his ultimate discovery?

5. Why didn't Smith get the recognition from his peers that he deserved? How was Smith treated by this fellow scientists? Why were they so opposed to him and his ideas?

6. One of the themes of Smith's story is triumph over snobbery. Smith was constantly outcast and viewed as dull and insignificant. He was even denied credit for his discoveries because of the “dirt on his hands.” How did Smith deal with this in his professional life?

7. Creating the map was a huge undertaking both financially and professionally. What was Smith's motivation behind creating the map? Did he achieve what he set out to do?

8. How did Smith's discoveries lay the groundwork for other scientific research and theories?

9. Smith seemed to be constantly disappointed by life. A mad wife, meager background, persistent money problems, and legal troubles continued throughout his life, yet he always seemed to bounce back. Why was he so driven? How did Smith want to be remembered?

10. How has our world changed since the 19th century with regard to how society views scientific progress?
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